24 April 2018
An open letter of intent,
I have always been ‘crazy’ enough to believe I could change the world.
I am writing to share the news that I have taken on a new role. I recently submitted a
thesis for review and have been offered funding for a pilot program to be facilitated
by my organisation The Centre for P.E.A.C.E. Co-Op Ltd.
Over the past two decades I have watched some of my friends work themselves into
burnout and depression. I have also watched them succeed in growing families,
businesses and relationships that bring love and comfort in all sorts of ways. For a
long time, Melissa and I have been observing others and evaluating our direction in
life; prioritising our goals to give our children the best chance of success. One of our
priorities is to develop authentic and trusting friendships with people who we can
depend on for support so we can leave a brilliant legacy for future generations and
help others do the same.
Many years ago, one of my university professors personally challenged me to
establish a model that would create peace on Earth. Some of my studies at the time
were focussed on epistemology, sustainability, psychology, humanitarianism,
linguistics, pragmatics, intentional chaos hypothesis, communications, the theory of
everything, peace and conflict studies, metaphysics, mysticism and education theory
- I have spent the past 10 years in deep research using my life as a case study.
I have been affiliating with government departments and world authorities across
many fields, with the purpose of devising an applicable system to pioneer large scale
positive change. Some of my work is currently undergoing peer review: biomimicry,
anti-measurement, negentropic being, single point reality, looping theory, triggerpoint psychology, the truth about Truth, systemic cloaking and others. You won’t find
any of this information on the internet.
About 12 months ago my work was refined to create a model for world peace. The
nature of my system will be confronting as it will uncover corruption and challenge
the ideologies that people have devoted their entire lives to.
My research has not been easy; at times it has caused me to be distracted and
preoccupied and certainly set me up to look a bit strange now and then. But, it was
an easy trade-off for what I believe I have achieved! Some of my research has

required me to cause a bit of chaos here and there in order to probe for results – this
has pushed boundaries and tested the trust and faith of many affiliates, partnerships,
friendships and family – My intensity at times may have caused some people to be
confused, become distant, make assumptions and possibly be insulted, it has
certainly tarnished my credibility on Facebook (Lol). Although, I am certain that my
research has significantly strengthened many of my relationships. I would have
completed my research many years ago but building a family continues to take most
of my energy.
I get that this may be somewhat confusing for people, my work seems complex at
first… I hope you will all ask questions and try to understand me further. If there
comes a time that you need to distance yourself from me, then you simply need to
head to my chaotic Facebook page and you’ll see I have given everyone everything
they need to justify distancing themselves from me.
The program I will be facilitating is multifaceted: Initially, I’ll be facilitating a specialised
program that qualifies people to become a ‘Personal Learning Specialist’ and the
options to operate a franchise based on maximising fun in daily life – We will offer a
money back satisfaction guarantee in all aspects of what we do. Members will be
provided exclusive access to a weekly program of fun activities and access to our
research. Ultimately, I aim to teach people a unique approach to creating world peace
while living their dreams.
My organisation has received interest from international organisations and we expect
this interest to grow. With these connections comes responsibilities and I intend on
challenging the integrity and ethics of many systems. While I do not own a crystal
ball, it is probable that if momentum builds I may draw unwanted attention for a while.
The last time I challenged a government I was unnecessarily arrested and placed in
a mental institution; my family was significantly traumatised. I have now re-assessed
and strengthened my approach and intend on making ripples rather than splashes.
In the long term I risk negative exposure in the media, further destruction of my
reputation and the possibility of more serious outcomes (such as having no Facebook
friends 😊).
If anything happens to me again, please consider it suspicious – and remember ALL
government departments lie (and they’re good at it), the media is the biggest liar and
cannot be trusted. My primary research is encrypted and kept in a safe place so if

anything happens to me I’ll ensure my closest family and friends get a copy of the
enigma that caused me so much pain for so long; and people will eventually have
more understanding as to why I took these precautions.
If you have ever seriously dreamed of changing the world then you may want to come
and ask me for more details. Introductions are free, and you can always just call me
an idiot (or worse) and there will be no hard feelings.
For more information about what I’m up to, other than raising a family, check out this
website: www.thecentreforpeace.com.au – I haven’t perfected everything yet – so if
you feel you have skills that may help or you can see discrepancies in my work please
let me know. We thrive off constructive criticism.
Not many of my friends like to talk about the work that I do, I often get told that I
overthink or that I think too deep. I totally understand this. However, I pray that
eventually you’ll all see my life-work as testament to the good person I am and aspire
to be. Wouldn’t it be something if (when) I am successful…

God speed – James
This is our temporary “logo.”

